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Wave Propagation Approach to Fluid Filled

Submerged Visco�Elastic Finite Cylindrical Shells

M� Ghayour� A� Sedaghat� M� Mohammadi�

Multi�layer orthotropic �nite cylindrical shells with a viscoelastic core in
contact with �uids are gaining increasing importance in engineering� Vibra�
tional control of these structures is essential at higher modes� In this study�
an extended version of the wave propagation approach using �rst�order shear
deformation theory of shell motion is employed to examine the free vibration
of damped �nite cylindrical shells in vacuum or in contact with interior or
exterior dense acoustic media� For this purpose� a one�layered viscoelastic
�nite cylindrical shell and a three�layered orthotropic �nite cylindrical shell
with a viscoelastic core layer were used� Complex natural frequencies have been
extracted and the e�ects of �uid coupling on real and imaginary parts of natural
frequencies have been examined� The results reveal that the �uid reduces the
imaginary part as much as the real part of the damped natural frequency but
that the proportion of the imaginary to the real part �loss factor� remains rather
unchanged� Another aspect of the study involves the investigation of the e�ect of
shell parameter� m� when the circumferential mode number� n� increases on both
entities of damped natural frequencies� It is found that by increasing n� the real
part of the natural frequency follows a u�shape trend� however� the imaginary
part reduces and levels o� for higher circumferential numbers� The loss factors
remain almost constant for these higher modes� The results of the current
approach are �nally compared with ABAQUS solutions showing superiority of
current approach�

INTRODUCTION

Cylindrical shells �lled with �uid and�or submerged
in acoustic media are the practical element of many
types of engineering structures such as marine craft and
airplanes in which machinery�induced vibration often
occurs� Sound radiation from such shells still forms an
important area of research in noise control� To suppress
mechanical vibration and noise� a number of techniques
can be used ���� The amount of damping is the most
important parameter in order to reduce the magnitude
of response near resonant frequencies� If the resonance
is inevitable� as in most cases� viscoelastic materials
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that have high loss factors are added to the structure
to increase damping� The viscoelastic damping layer
can passively control the response of the structure at a
low cost but with a high reliability�

A structure vibrating in contact with a �uid
of comparable density experiences radiation loading
comparable to the elastic forces� The radiation loading�
thus� modi�es the forces acting on the structure�
causing a 	feedback coupling
 to appear between the
�uid and the structure� Thus� it is impossible to
neglect the coupling between the structure and the
�uid� Junger conducted pioneering studies of the
vibrations of elastic spherical and cylindrical shells
freely suspended in acoustic media to obtain damped
complex natural frequencies ���� Also� he presented
a physical interpretation of the expression for an
outgoing wave in the cylindrical co�ordinate and sug�
gested practical applications of these phenomena ����
Free and forced vibration problems of in�nitely long
thin cylindrical shells were considered by Bleich et
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al ��� Warburton compared the natural frequencies
of an in�nitely long cylindrical shell in vacuum and
in contact with acoustic media ���� Later� Junger
reviewed the bulk of studies in this �eld ���� Numerous
numerical methods such as the �nite element method
have since been used to study �uid�solid interaction
phenomena� However� it is di�cult to use analytical
methods to take into account the exact e�ect of �uid�
solid interactions� except in a few cases �e�g�� spherical
or in�nite cylindrical structures�� On the other hand�
in cases where the submerged cylindrical shell is �nite�
the coupling problem is augmented because of the
boundary conditions for the shell and unavailability of
analytical formulae for the �uid� The wave propagation
approach had been used by many researchers before
Zhang et al ������ developed it to investigate coupled
and uncoupled natural frequencies of di�erent thin
�nite cylindrical shells� Since then� a number studies
have shown its applications ����� Recently Liu et al
���� investigated its application to analyze vibration
characteristics of a buried pipe� Zhang et al ���� again
used the wave propagation approach along with �rst
order shear deformation theory ������ to calculate the
natural frequency of orthotropic arterial wall without
including damping properties of the shell�

Vibration and damping characteristics of cylindri�
cal shells including viscoelastic materials have been in�
vestigated by numerous researchers using many di�er�
ent analytical and�or numerical approaches� Perhaps
Edward ���� was the one to start investigating damped
�exural waves� Axisymmetric vibrations of a �nite�
length cylindrical sandwich shell with a viscoelastic
core layer have been studied by Pan ����� Markus
���� studied the damping of cylindrical shells coated
with unconstrained viscoelastic materials� Ramesh et
al ���� studied natural frequencies and loss factors in
cylindrical shells with a constrained viscoelastic layer
between two isotropic� elastic facings using the �nite
element method� Sivadas ���� used a �nite element
method to study the free vibration and damping
analysis of moderately thick cylindrical shells� At the
same time� Ramesh et al ���� solved the problem of
the vibration of a damped orthotropic cylindrical shell
using the �nite element method� Later� Ramasamy
et al ���� employed the �nite element method and
calculated the natural frequencies and loss factors
of �uid��lled vertical cylindrical shells with a con�
strained viscoelastic layer between two facings made
of a composite material� Saravanan et al ���� solved a
similar problem using the modal strain energy method�
Also� Ganesan ��� et al studied a vertical �uid��lled
and submerged cylindrical shell in which they treated
the �uid domain using the Bessel function approach
but the shell domain based on the shear deformation
theory� In ����� Hasheminejad et al ���� studied an
in�nitely long viscoelastic cylindrical shell in contact

with internal and external acoustic �uids� Due to
the unavailability of numerical results on the natural
frequencies of viscoelatic submerged cylindrical shells�
they veri�ed their results against those of a steel shell
under the conditions obtained by Warburton ���� They
assumed the loss modulus of steel to be equal to zero
and veri�ed their Matlab code� Recently� Hamidzadeh
���� has investigated the e�ect of the viscoelastic core
thickness on the modal loss factors of a thick three�
layered cylinder in vacuum�

In this study� the �rst order shear deformation
theory of shell motions has been used to investigate
the dynamic behavior �natural frequencies and loss
factors� of cylindrical shells including the isotropic
viscoelastic cylindrical shell as well as the three�layered
orthotropic cylindrical shells with a viscoelastic core
layer in contact with dense acoustic medium� The
wave propagation approach has been employed as it
can easily cope with di�erent boundary conditions with
di�erent axial wave numbers ���� In this approach� the
natural mode of the cylindrical shell is treated as a
combination of standing waves in the circumferential
and axial directions� The circumferential standing
wave is determined by its circumferential modal pa�
rameter� n� and the axial standing wave is determined
by its axial modal parameter� m� Thus� the relation
between the natural frequency and the standing wave
parameters� n and m� is obtained� The axial wave
number of the standing wave is approximately deter�
mined by the wave number of an equivalent beam with
similar boundary conditions as the shell� In case the
shell is elastic� the frequency equation is a complex
transcendental equation with real coe�cients and the
imaginary part of the frequency goes to zero while a
shell containing viscoelastic materials has a complex
velocity of dilatation wave ���� and the coe�cients of
frequency equation are complex� Therefore� the natural
frequencies obtained are no more real and solving this
type of equation is rather more complicated� The
results of the wave propagation approach have been
veri�ed against those obtained from the �nite element
ABAQUS code� Finally� the coupling e�ects on real
and imaginary parts of the damped natural frequencies
have been examined�

The wave propagation approach has been used for
the study of neither the free vibrations of submerged
�uid��lled viscoelastic cylindrical shells nor those of
multilayered ones� All previous studies have employed
other methods like FEM �������� Also� published
tabulated results for real and imaginary parts of
higher modes are rare� for instance� in a recent study
by Hasheminejad et�al� ����� they did not compare
their results with a viscoelastic shell� The present
study provides the detail of the real and imaginary
parts of not only viscoelastic shells in vacuum but
those of a submerged or �uid��lled one� In other
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studies including Hamidzadeh ����� the details of real
and imaginary parts of natural frequencies associated
with cylindrical shells in vacuum have been tabulated�
However� he used a di�erent method that failed to
include end boundary conditions� This study was�
therefore� carried out and high circumferential and
longitudinal modes were calculated and compared with
those obtained by ABAQUS to remedy the lack of
elaborate results on viscoelastic shells in contact with
a �uid and to enhance the current scant understanding
of the imaginary part of the natural frequency� A
�nal outcome of the study is the demonstration of the
accuracy of the wave propagation approach�

FORMULATION

The geometry of the shell and coordinate system are
shown in Figure �� The cylindrical shell is assumed
to have length L� thickness h� and radius R� The
orthogonal co�ordinate system �x� �� z� is �xed at the
mid surface of the cylindrical shell in which x is the
axial direction� � is the circumferential direction and z
is the radial direction� The deformations of the shell are
de�ned by u� v� w� �x and �� which are displacements
of the point in �x� �� z� and the rotation of the trasverse
normal about � and x axis are respectively�

�u

�z
� �x

�v

�z
� �� ���

First order theory is used to deal with the in�uence of
shear forces on the frequencies of the thick shell� In
the �rst order shear deformation theory� the Kirchho�

Figure �� Co�ordinate system and circumferential modal
shapes�

hypothesis is relaxed by not constraining the transverse
normals to remain perpendicular to the mid surface
after deformation� According to the theory the dis�
placement �elds are of the form�

u�x� �� z� t� � u��x� �� t� � z�x�x� �� t�

v�x� �� z� t� � v��x� �� t� � z���x� �� t�

w�x� �� z� t� � w��x� �� t� ���

where u�� v�� w�� �x and �� are unknowns to be de�
termined and also u�� v�� w�� �x and �� are the dis�
placements on the surface z � � and the rotations of
transverse normal about its � and x axis respectively�

The equations of free vibration with �rst order
shear deformation theory �FSDT� of a cylindrical shell
using Donnell�s theory in terms of forces and moment
resultants�
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where N and M are the force and moment resultants
de�ned as�

fNx� N�� Nx�� N�xg �

NX
k��

Z zk

zk��

f�x�� � z�R�� ��� �x��� � z�R�� �x�gdz

fMx�M��Mx��M�xg �

NX
k��

Z zk

zk��

f�x�� � z�R�� ��� �x��� � z�R�� �x�gzdz

fQx� Q�g �

NX
k��

Z zk

zk��

f�xz�� � z�R�� ��zg zdz ��

and the mass moments of inertia are�

fI�� I�� I�g �

NX
k��

Z zk

zk��

�k��� z� z��dz ���

the terms z�R in Eqs� �� and ��� when considering
thick shells are so large which cannot be neglected�
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For a cylindrical shell� stresses de�ned in Eq� ��
are de�ned by two dimensional Hooke�s law as�
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The strain components in Eq� ��� are de�ned by�

fex� e�� e�z� exz� ex�g �
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which can be written separately with �rst order shear
deformation theory as�
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where
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By substituting Eqs� ��� and ��� into Eq� ��� and then
substituting the resulting equation into Eq� �� � the

force and moment resultants can be derived as�
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A�� A�� � � � a b �
A�� A�� � � � � � �
� � � � A�� � � c
� � � � A�� � � �
a b � � � D�� D�� �
� � � � � D�� D�� �
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a � D���R� b � D���R� c � D���R ���

where K is the shear correction factor ��������� and
details are not mentioned here for the sake of brevity�
also Aij � Dij are the extensional and bending sti�ness
and when the shell is just one layer they are de�ned
respectively as�

�Aij � Dij� �
k�NX
k��

Z zk

zk��

Qij��� z
��dz ����

For an anisotropic shell� which is assumed to be in
a state of plane stress� Qij are the reduced sti�ness
de�ned as�

Q�� �
E��

�� 	��	��
� Q�� �

	��E��

�� 	��	��
� Q�� �

E��

�� 	��	��

Q�� � G��� Q�� � G��� Q�� � G�� ����

where E�� and E�� are the Young�s moduli� G��� G��

and G�� are the shear moduli� 
�� and 
�� are the
poison�s ratios satisfying 
��E�� � 
��E���

Composite laminated shells have several layers
with di�erent orientations which may not coincide
with global co�ordinate system used in the solution
of the problem� In this case we need to establish the
transformation relation�

�
�Q
�
� �T � �Q� �T �

T
����
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where

�T ��

�
����	

cos� � sin� � � � ��B�

sin� � cos� � � � �B�

� � cos � sin � �
� � � sin � cos � �

sin � �B� � � cos� � � sin� �



�����

B� � sin � cos �

In the case of composite shell with di�erent orientations
in each layer� Qij in Eq� ���� will be replaced by �Qij

obtained by Eq� ���� in this study the facing layers have
no rotation or � � ��

When considering an isotropic layer� E�� � E��

and shear constants will be de�ned as �����

G�� � G�� �
E��

��� � 	���
� G�� �

E��

��� � 	���
����

in which 
�� � 
�� � 
� It is obvious that when the
number of layers reduces to one� Zk�� and Zk will be
replaced by �h�� and h�� respectively�

By substituting Eq� ���� with substituting from
Eqs� ���� and ���� into Eq� ���� yields �ve equations of
motion in matrix form� namely�

�
����	

L�� L�� L�� L�� L��

L�� L�� L�� L�� L��

L�� L�� L�� L�� L��

L�� L�� L�� L�� L��

L�� L�� L�� L�� L��
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�����
���

where Lij�i� j � �� �� are the di�erential operators ����
����

The �uid in contact with cylindrical shell is
assumed non�viscous and isotropic which satis�es the
acoustic wave equation� The equation of motion of
the �uid can be written in the cylindrical co�ordinate
system �x� �� r� as ��� ����

�

r

�

�r

�
r
�p

�r

�
�

�

r�
��p

���
�
��p

�x�
�

�

c�
��p

�t�
����

Where p is the acoustic pressure and c is the sound
speed of the �uid� The x and � co�ordinates are the
same as those of the shell� where the r co�ordinate is
taken from the x�axis of the shell�

WAVE PROPAGATION APPROACH

In the wave propagation approach the displacements of
the shell are expressed in the format of wave propaga�
tion� associated with the longitudinal wave number �x
and the circumferential modal parameter n and de�ned

by�

u� � Um cos�n�� e	i�t�ikxx


v� � Vm sin�n�� e	i�t�ikxx


w� �Wm cos�n�� e	i�t�ikxx


�x � ��xm�R� cos�n�� e
	i�t�ikxx


�� � ���m�R� sin�n�� e
	i�t�ikxx
 ����

where Um� Vm and Wm are respectively� the dis�
placement amplitudes in x� �� z directions� �xm and
��m� respectively� the rotation amplitudes of transverse
normal about � and x axis� � is circular frequency�

The associated form of the acoustic pressure
�led in the interior �uid� which satis�es the acoustic
wave Eq� ����� can be expressed in the cylindrical c�
ordinate system� associated with an axial wave number
�x� radial wave number �r and circumferential modal
parameter n� and given as�

p � Pm cos�n�� Jn�krr�e
	i�t�ikxx
 ����

where Jn�� is the Bessel function of order n� This
function is replace with second kind Hankel function
of order n when considering exterior acoustic medium�
then the acoustic pressure satisfying wave Eq� ���� is
given as�

p � Pm cos�n��H	�

n �krr�e

	i�t�ikxx
 ����

where Pm is the pressure amplitude� H
	�

n �� is the

second kind Hankel function� The radial wave number
�r is related to axial wave number �x by the usual
vector relation ��r � ��x � ��� where �� � ��c is the
�uid acoustic wave number�

To ensure that �uid remains in contact with shell
wall� the �uid radial displacement and the shell radial
displacement must be equal both at the interface of
shell with outer �uid and inner one ������� This
coupling condition is then�

�f��i��fg ��p��r�jr�R � ��w���t�jr�R ����

which for exterior �uid gives �����

Pm �
h
���f

�
krH

�	�

n �krR�

i
Wm ����

where �f is the density of �uid and the prime on

the H
	�

n �� denotes di�erentiation with respect to the

argument �r R�
Substituting Eqs� ����� ���� or ���� into Eqs� ����

with consideration of coupling Eq� ����� results in the
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equation of motion of coupled system in matrix form
as�

�
����	

C�� C�� C�� C�� C��

C�� C�� C�� C�� C��

C�� C�� C�� C�� C��

C�� C�� C�� C�� C��

C�� C�� C�� C�� C��
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�
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������
�����

����

Expansion of the determinant of the amplitude coef�
�cient in Eq� ���� provides the dispersion equation in
the form

D�kx� �� � � ����

Axial wave number is determined based on two bound�
ary conditions ��� and in this study just clamped�
clamped boundary condition is examined for the sake
of brevity� Then the dispersion Eq� ���� can be written
as

P���� � P����FL � � ����

where P���� and P���� are polynomial functions of �
and FL is the term of �uid loading e�ect which for a
submerged cylindrical shell ���� is in the form of�

FL � �
�f�

�

kr

H
	�

n �krR�

H
� 	�

n �krR�

���

and for a �uid �lled cylindrical shell ��� can be in the
form�

FL �
�f�

�

kr

Jn�krR�

J �

n�krR�
����

And� for a submerged �uid��lled cylindrical shell� both
of these �uid loading e�ects are accumulated� In
case the shell motion is investigated using a classical
thin shell theory such as Love�s theory ����� P����
is a polynomial to a maximum power of six and
P���� is a polynomial to a maximum power of four�
However� these powers change to ten and eight� respec�
tively� when the �rst order shear deformation is used�
Considering an elastic undamped shell leads to real
coe�cients of these polynomials� while a viscoelastic
shell can result in complex coe�cients� On the other
hand� adding a complex function like Hankle�s function
whose argument depends on �� it results in a complex
transcendental equation which needs a sophisticated
computational procedure to be solved� Damped nat�
ural frequencies have been obtained in a complex form
and the proportion of the imaginary part fI to the real
part fR is de�ned as the loss factor associated with a
speci�c modal shape�

Figure �� Comparison of coupled and uncoupled real part
of frequency �m � �� for a viscoelastic shell� because of
	uid added mass the variation of real part remains similar
to that is discussed in 
��� for a elastic shell�

Figure �� Comparison of coupled and uncoupled imag�
inary part of frequency �m � �� for a viscoelastic shell�
	uid has a similar eect on imaginary part and variation is
similar to that of real part�

NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The accuracy of the wave propagation approach for
calculating coupled and uncoupled natural frequencies
of isotropic cylindrical shell applying Love�s shell mo�
tion theory have been previously validated in Refs�
������� The focus of this paper is to validate the
accuracy of the method for calculating complex natural
frequencies of damped cylindrical shells including one�
layered viscoelastic shells or three�layer orthotropic
shells with a viscoelastic core layer� Also� the e�ects
of interior or exterior dense acoustic media� or both�
on the imaginary part of natural frequencies have been
examined�

As few results have been reported in the literature
on the damped natural frequencies of �nite cylindrical
shells in vacuum or in contact with dense acoustic
media� the �nite element ABAQUS code is used in
this study to verify the accuracy of the method� The
complex natural frequency extraction procedure ���� is
used to obtain natural frequencies of a damped shell�
ABAQUS o�ers the subspace projection method to
solve for complex eigenvalues and right eigenvectors�
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In this method� the damped eigensystem is projected
onto a subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of the
undamped system� Thus� the undamped eigenprob�
lem must be solved prior to the complex eigenvalue
extraction procedure� The ABAQUS model takes into
account the mechanical properties of both the shell and
the �uid� The loss moduli of the viscoelastic shell are
de�ned using the viscoelatic tabular de�nition and the
sound speed in an acoustic medium is de�ned through
Bulk moduli for ABAQUS�

A model of a �nite cylindrical shell with end�caps
like in Refs� ���� was created� The length and radius
of shell are� respectively� �� and � meter� In case the
shell is one layer the thickness is assumed � centimeter
while in a three layer one the viscoelastic thickness
is � millimeter and both of constraining layers are 
millimeter thick� All shells are fully clamped at both
ends and inner or outer �uid in all cases are water
with density of �f � ���� kg�m� and sound speed of
c � ����m�s�

Table � shows complex natural frequencies of a
viscoelastic cylindrical shell in vacuum� The storage
and loss moduli of shell are ��� � ���N�m� and ����
���N�m� respectively with poison ratio of 
 � ���
and density of � � ���kg�m�� The real part and
imaginary part of natural frequencies related to eight
modal shapes calculated with the wave propagation
approach have been compared with those of ABAQUS

�nite element software �FEM�� The modal shapes can
be regarded as the mode �m�n�� where m is the modal
number in the axial direction and n is the modal
number in the circumferential direction�

In order to compare the �rst order shear deforma�
tion theory in calculating coupled natural frequencies of
a cylindrical shell and validating the accuracy of code
written in Mathematica� the loss moduli is assumed
to be zero and storage moduli is assumed to be ��� �
����N�m� and density equal to ����kg�m� and poison
ratio of 
 � ��� then the results can be compared
with those of Loves�s shell motion theory obtained in
Refs� ��� ��� and ABAQUS and SYSNOISE ��� ����
Table � and Table � compare the results of Love�s
theory and �rst order shear deformation theory in
calculating coupled natural frequencies of a clamped�
clamped cylindrical shell� According to Table �� �
the results obtained with �rst order shear deformation
theory are higher than those of Love�s theory and closer
to those of ABAQUS and good agreement are seen�

In order to examine the e�ect of �uid on damped
natural frequencies of a viscoelastic cylindrical shell
interior and exterior �uid and both of them are added
to problem and the real and imaginary parts of natural
frequencies are tabulated in Tables ��� Adding �uid
on one side of the shell reduces both entities of natural
frequencies considerably because of the mass of �uid
moving with shell but existence of �uid on both side

Table �� Comparison of complex natural frequencies of a clamped�clamped viscoelastic cylindrical shell in vacu between
ABAQUS and present method �wave propagation approach� �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm��

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape fR	ABAQUS
 fR	present
 fI 	ABAQUS
 fI 	present
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� 	���
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� 	���
 ������ ������ ������� ������

�� 	���
 ���� ������ ������� �������

Table �� Comparison of coupled natural frequencies of submerged isotropic cylindrical shell between results of Love�s
theory and �rst order shear deformation theory �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm��

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape ABAQUS SYSNOISE���� Love���� present
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 ���� ���� ���� ����
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of the shell� although the mass has increased� does not
have as signi�cant e�ect as those in submerged or �uid
�lled conditions�

Viscoelastic shells are used to modify damping
properties of shells through dissipating energy� So
wave propagation approach is used again to calculate
damped natural frequencies of a three layered cylin�
drical shell with constrained viscoelastic core layer� In
this case the facing layers are assumed to be orthotropic
like those in Refs� ���� ��� with E�� � ��� ���N�m��
other speci�cations are not mentioned here for the
sake of brevity and viscoelastic layer is similar to
previous stages� According to Tables �� there are
good agreement between the results of this method
and those of �nite element method and this method
can calculate the complex natural frequencies of three
layered damped cylindrical shells in vacuum or in
contact with acoustic medium accurately�

For further investigation� the e�ect of �uid on real
and imaginary parts of damped natural frequencies in
di�erent circumferential mode numbers is compared�
Figure � shows the coupling e�ect on real parts of
natural frequencies and Figure � illustrates this e�ect
on imaginary parts� According to Figures � and ��
solving the problem of free vibration of a coupled
damped cylindrical shell with the wave propagation
approach predicts a similar e�ect on real and imaginary
parts of damped natural frequencies and simulates their

Figure �� Comparison of coupled and uncoupled loss
factors �m � ��� although both real and imaginary parts
of natural frequency has changed the loss factor has slight
changes because 	uid has been assumed inviscid�

reduction because of added mass of �uid� The variation
of real part of natural frequency in a damped shell
is like an undamped one which is discussed in ����
surprisingly� imaginary part has a similar trend about
which the di�erence between coupled and uncoupled
imaginary parts �rst decreases and after passing the
fundamental frequency this di�erence increases� On
the other hand comparing the loss factors of a �uid
�lled submerged damped cylindrical shell with a similar
shell in vacuum �Figure �� shows that the �uid does
not have a considerable e�ect on loss factors because
the �uid has been assumed to be invicid and the

Table �� Comparison of coupled natural frequencies of 	uid �lled isotropic cylindrical shell between results of Love�s
theory and �rst order shear deformation theory �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm��

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape ABAQUS SYSNOISE��� Love��� present
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 ��� ��� ��� ���

� 	���
 ��� ��� ��� ���
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Table �� Comparison of complex natural frequencies of a clamped�clamped 	uid �lled viscoelastic cylindrical shell
between ABAQUS and present method �wave propagation approach� �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm��

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape fR	ABAQUS
 fR	present
 fI 	ABAQUS
 fI 	present
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Figure �� Variation of real part of natural frequency in
dierent axial wave numbers when n is increasing for a 	uid
�lled submerged cylindrical shell L � �� m� R � � m� h � �
cm� this variation is similar to that of an elastic shell�

damping e�ects have just been included through vis�
coelastic layer� In other words� although the imaginary
and real parts of natural frequencies have changed�
the proportion of these two entities remains rather
constant�

It is interesting to investigate how axial mode m
can change the real and imaginary parts of damped
natural frequencies� Figure � shows the variation of
real part of frequency for di�erent axial modes when
circumferential mode n is increasing� Similarly Figure

Figure �� Variation of imaginary part of natural frequency
in dierent axial wave numbers when n is increasing for a
	uid �lled submerged cylindrical shell L � �� m� R � �
m� h � � cm� this variations follow an unpredictable
trend which is dierent from real part� and when n is high
imaginary part remains almost unchanged�

� illustrates these changes related to imaginary part of
natural frequencies� The variation of real part� similar
to the results for an elastic shell ����� is u shape� how�
ever� the imaginary part of natural frequency follows
a downward trend in all axial numbers and for higher
circumferential mode numbers increases with lower rate
and remains almost unchanged� Thus� according to
Figure � loss factor in higher circumferential numbers

Table �� Comparison of complex natural frequencies of a clamped�clamped submerged viscoelastic cylindrical shell
between ABAQUS and present method �wave propagation approach� �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm��

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape fR	ABAQUS
 fR	present
 fI 	ABAQUS
 fI 	present
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Table �� Comparison of complex natural frequencies of a clamped�clamped 	uid �lled submerged viscoelastic cylindrical
shell between ABAQUS and present method �wave propagation approach� �L � �� m� R � � m� h � � cm�

Frequency 	Hz


Order Modal shape fR	ABAQUS
 fR	present
 fI 	ABAQUS
 fI 	present
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remains almost unchanged and lower circumferential
numbers have higher loss factors� Surprisingly� compar�
ing Figures �� � and � shows that in higher circumferen�
tial numbers� although the denominator of the fraction
which result in loss factor remains unchanged �Figure
�� and its numerator is increasing �Figure �� � the loss
factor does not change �Figure ���

CONCLUSION

The article has extended wave propagation approach
to investigate about damped natural frequencies of
three layered orthotropic �nite cylindrical shell with
viscoelastic core layer in contact with acoustic medium�
Several numerical examples have been solved using
�rst order shear deformation theory and in case of
a viscoelastic layer the problem has been simpli�ed
to an elastic shell to compare the results of Love�s
theory in predicting the coupled natural frequencies
of an elastic �nite cylindrical shell with those of with
�rst order shear deformation theory� Also ABAQUS
�nite element code has been used to verify the complex
natural frequencies obtained with present method and
good agreement has been seen� Eight mode shapes have

Figure �� Variation of loss factor of natural frequency
in dierent axial wave numbers when n is increasing for a
	uid �lled submerged cylindrical shell L � �� m� R � � m�
h � � cm � although for high n the real part is increasing
and imaginary part is almost unchanged� the loss factor is
unchanged�

been extracted with complex natural frequency extrac�
tion procedure ���� in ABAQUS to verify the results of
wave propagation approach to examine the accuracy of
this method to calculate higher circumferential or axial
mode numbers� This method can approximate higher
modes accurately compare with ABAQUS results�

Also the variation of real and imaginary parts
of damped natural frequencies associated with adding
interior or exterior �uid or both of them have been
considered� E�ect of interior and exterior �uid reduces
both real and imaginary part of natural frequencies
considerably but e�ect of �uid on both side of the shell
does not have a signi�cant e�ect on natural frequencies�
Also� although coupling e�ects changes the magnitude
of damped natural frequencies� the loss factor remains
almost unchanged and just added mass e�ect of �uid
is notable in this type of simulation�

It is noticeable that real part of natural frequen�
cies in di�erent axial wave numbers follows a u shape
model when circumferential mode number is increasing
while the imaginary part has a downward trend and for
higher circumferential mode numbers increases slightly�
thus� the loss factor for higher circumferential mode
numbers remains almost unchanged� Also the increase
of real part natural frequency in higher circumferential
mode numbers do not have dominant e�ect on loss
facor and loss factor remains unchaned similar to the
imaginary part of the natural frequency� s on free
vibrations of a submerged �uid��lled thin cylindrical
shell�
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